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The Grimus-Neufeld model (GNM) [1] is an extension of the Standard Model (SM) in particle physics which can explain neutrinos having such a small mass. The model combines two principles: the seesaw mechanism and

radiative masses, which allow Higgs mechanism to generate masses for the left-handed leptons. However, radiative one-loop corrections can generally be gauge-dependant and/or divergent. The Grimus-Lavoura approximation

(GLA) [2] allows us to analytically calculate those masses at one-loop level, showing that right-handed neutrino and Dirac mass terms are subdominant and leaving us with only one massless neutrino. The final result depends

on the ratios between right-handed neutrino and boson masses. The original paper [1] had the seesaw scale taken to be bigger than any mass in the Standard Model. In this work we try to find a way to show whether these

approximation formulas also work in a regime where MR < MZ < MSb.

Background

Experimental evidence of neutrino oscillations

⇒ neutrino mass problem:

• the Standard Model (SM) does not predict neutrinos having

a mass

• neutrinos being much lighter compared to charged leptons

The SM predicts neutrinos being under SU(2)L × U(1)Y sub-

group. w�
Higgs mechanism cannot generate mass terms!

A simple solution was suggested by W. Grimus and H. Neufeld

combining two principles:

• seesaw mechanism

• radiative mass w�

Lagrangian of the GNM

LGN = LSM′ − ([Φ†L̄RY
(L)
a + Φ̃†

aν̄RY
(ν)
a ]LL + h.c.)

+ (
1

2
ν̄RCMRν̄

⊤
R + h.c.) (1)

+ (DµΦa)
†(DµΦa)− V (Φa) ,

where LSM′ is the SM Lagrangian without the Gauge-Higgs

terms,
DµΦa is the SU(2)weak covariant derivative of Φa [3],

C is the charge-conjugation Dirac matrix, the particles here are:

LL left-chiral lepton doublet

LR right-chiral charged lepton singlet

νR heavy Majorana singlet

Φa a-th Higgs doublet

Φ̃a = iσ2Φ
∗
a, the adjoint a-th Higgs doublet ,

and the coefficients are:

Y
(L)
a electron Yukawa coupling

Y
(ν)
a neutrino Yukawa coupling

MR Majorana mass term of the right-chiral singlet

V (Φa) Higgs potential in Higgs basis .

Mass correction at one-loop level

Main goal: calculate the mass matrix at one-loop level

Starting point: Neutrino oscillations ⇒ they mix

1. After the spontaneous symmetry breaking, the vacuum ex-

pectation value (VEV) generates fermionic mass terms,

forming a mass matrix

MD+M =

(
ML MD

M⊤
D MR

)
(2)

At tree level ML = 03x3.

2. Grimus and Lavoura [4] showed, that if it is assumed that

MD ≪ MR, we can write down mass for the light neutrinos

Mtree
ν = ML −MDM

−1
R M⊤

D , (3)

showing that at tree level, left-handed neutrino mass

comes only from the seesaw mechanism.

3. One-loop level: radiative mass contribution terms.

Combing both gives the 1-loop mass matrix

M1-loop
ν =−MDM

−1
R M⊤

D + δML (4)

− δMDM
−1
R M⊤

D −MDM
−1
R δM⊤

D −MDM
−1
R (δMR)M

−1
R M⊤

D .

Strategy

1. Self-energy calculation in the basis where the tree-level mass

matrix is diagonal UTMD+M U = m̂ = diag(m1,m2, ...,mnL+nR
).

2. Rewriting self-energy as a linear combination of gamma ma-

trices

Σ(p2) = AL/pPL + AR/pPR +BLPL +BRPR, (5)

I won’t analyse the renormalization process here because counterterm for ML

vanishes at tree level.

3. Mass contribution at one-loop level

δML = U ∗
LBL(0)U

⊤
L (6)

Obtained by applying unitary transformation on calculated self-energy at tree

level.

4. Making sure the integrals are gauge-invariant and finite!

Calculation of ML

1. Calculating self-energies at tree level

ν
(α)
L ν

(β)
L

p p+ k

ℓ

p

k

Φ

where ℓ and Φ are:

• neutrino and Z boson, νR and Z

• neutrino and neutral scalar boson, νR and S0
a

• neutrino and neutral Goldstone boson, νR and G0

• charged lepton and W boson, LR and W±

• charged lepton and charged scalar boson, LR and S±
a

• charged lepton and charged Goldstone boson, LR and

G±

After calculating self-energy terms we of course need to regroup them in order

to write down BL(p) terms!!!

2. One-loop contribution to the mass matrix

δML = δML(Z) +ML(G
0) +

∑
b ̸=bZ

δML(S
0
b ) (7)

δML(Z) and δML(G
0) are functions of ξZ

The sum δML(Z) + δML(G
0) is gauge invariant ✓

3. Finiteness can be achieved by applying orthogonality rela-

tion ∑
b ̸=bZ

bjbk = −(bZ)j(bZ)k (8)

where bs are unit vectors characterizing bosons.

Infinities drop out in the sum
∑

b̸=bZ
δML(S

0
b ) + δML(Z). ✓

4. Final result for left-chiral neutrino mass correction

δML =
∑
b ̸=bZ

1

32π2
Y

(ν)⊤
b U ∗

Rm̂
ln rb
rb − 1

U †
RY

(ν)
b (9)

+
g2

64π2c2w
M⊤

DU
∗
Rm̂

3 ln rZ
rZ − 1

U †
RMD. (10)

where ri is m̂/m2
i with i being a scalar or Z boson.

Other mass terms can also be calculated by applying the same principles.

The Grimus-Lavoura approximation

The Grimus-Lavoura approximation [2] tells that:

• δMR is irrelevant (MR is a free parameter)

• corrections with δMD are subdominant

• the correction δML is of the same order as Mtree
ν

In GLA: In a regime where right-handed neutrino is heavier

than Z and Sb bosons, mass correction δML is dominant, gauge-

invariant and finite!

Outlook

The result is written with rb and rZ being arbitrary. Even

though for the seesaw mechanism to work we need the right-

handed neutrino mass to be much bigger than left-handed neu-

trino masses, it tells us nothing about ratio of right-handed neu-

trino and boson masses. It raises a question: what is happening

with finiteness of ln ri/(ri − 1) terms? To find out, we need

to recalculate the integrals assuming right-handed neutrinos are

lighter that Z and scalar bosons MR < MZ < MSb [5].
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